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Rising coastal risk is “new norm”
• Past and ongoing development in hazard-prone land
• More frequent coastal hazards and higher consequences
• Past events or “norms” not reliable guide for future risks
• Widening uncertainty in SLR projections past 2050

Need a new way to manage changing risk
Do we continually react, clean up & stay put?
Do we protect assets and hunker down? (how long?)

Or do we anticipate, adapt or avoid?
• Can we be adaptive and work with deeper uncertainty
• Timely investment - not too soon or too late, working with 

adaptation thresholds (rather than a target year)
• Land-use planning – put brakes on intensification
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deep uncertainty

(multiple futures)

0.4 m threshold            40-years

Þ Adaptive approach is best, rather than conventional “predict-then-act” approach

Example:
0.8 m adaptation threshold

100-year window!
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Severe curbs on global emissions

Need to plan for a range of sea-level rise scenarios

H+



Why do we use adaptive planning & design? 

We canʼt second-guess what sea-level 
rise we might have in 2050 or 2100

BUT
decisions need to be made soon under 
conditions of uncertainty and rising 
risk on actions that persist over long 
timeframes.

Adaptive approach fits the problem 
space of changing risk (where we donʼt 
know how quickly it will change) 

AND
helps mediate different values and 
preferences today and for future 
generations

If we donʼt, we can perpetuate 
lock-in to unsustainable options & 
increase future adjustment costs
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Pathways of parallel actions & options 

Source: Haasnoot, Lawrence, Magnan 2021 Science (April 2021)
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• DAPP is embedded in national coastal 
hazards and climate change guidance (since 
2017) – 10 step iterative decision cycle

• NZʼs Coastal Policy Statement (2010) had 
foresight to develop a strategy to reduce 
risk: Identifying and planning for transit ion 
mechanisms and timeframes for moving to more 
sustainable options (→ same as DAPP)

• Must consider coastal risks for >=100 years

• DAPP conducive to a collaborative 
engagement or a co-production process (with 
technical support)

• Inertia in planning and policy review 
processes, plus lead time needed to 
strengthen capability and design 
engagement, so most councils at steps 4-5

Dynamic Adaptive Pathways Planning practice in NZ



Dynamic Adaptive Pathways Planning in NZ: Lessons

• Paradigm shift to change from “predict-then-act” 
approach (single-investment perspective) picking a 
SLR number (“best” estimate, worst case, etc)

• NZ approach provides 4 projections, with a 
moderate H+ to stress test plans, designs and 
policies. Safety net is using DAPP (flexibility, 
monitor change, then timely switch to next option) 

• Councils have hit a glass ceiling with the existing 
statutory framework (not adaptive, managed 
retreat?, funding?, systems approach – who leads? 

• Coastal adaptation mostly a socio-political issue
(not just technocratic). MR is politically fraught!

• Adaptation is mostly in holding pattern waiting for 
the complete refresh of legislation in NZ (2+ years) 
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